Flagpole Brackets Turned Upside down, Provide a Great Mounting Solution.

Throughout the book, you will see a number of solutions that have been created using an upside down flagpole brackets. These solutions include a Black & Decker cordless leaf blower to enable someone to blow leaves or grass clippings or play air hockey with a leaf blower.

An upside down flagpole bracket can be used in conjunction with a tubular clamp from modularhose.com to support a book holder mounted to a wheelchair. This book weighs over 10 pounds. The holder itself is constructed using corrugated plastic and Velcro brand industrial loop attached to the back. The flagpole bracket has the Velcro brand industrial hook material attached to the bottom. It's important to note that 3/4" PVC pipe fits inside of both the tubular clamp and the upside down flag pole bracket.

This mounting solution can also be used to hold an umbrella by combining two flagpole holders one right side up and the other upside down. In addition, a flat mounting plate can be attached to the flagpole bracket to create a beverage holder or side tray for the wheelchair.
The upside down flagpole bracket also provides a great mounting solution for the iPad when used as a Presenter Stand. Or when used to mount the iPad to a wheelchair. Or when used to create a music stand. This stand is created with a telescoping discarded handle from a Shark vacuum cleaner.